
 

This program is a keyboard macro utility. With it you can easily create macros that will be triggered on the occasion of various
events. KEYMACRO can be used in conjunction with a virtual keyboard (Emulator mode). Key Macro Features: 1) Creation of
several types of macros, including one-key macros, two-key macros, macros with delays, multi-key macros. The "one-key" and
"two-key" macros can be set in a variety of ways (key combinations, order of pressed keys, delay time, etc.). All keys of a
keyboard can be programmed as macros. 2) Invocation of keyboard macros (the program will record key combinations).
Invocation of keyboard macros is very convenient, because you can work with one keyboard layout all the time. 3) Control of
the macros' logic by a keyboard macro editor. Macro logic means the "if-then-else" logic. Macro logic is used to check the state
of the macro "eviction" and the state of the macro "fire". You can easily control the macro logic. 4) Clear data of a macro by a
single keystroke. Clear data of a macro means a mechanism that will erase the data from the keyboard of a key pressed by the
operator. Using this mechanism, you can temporarily switch off the key that you do not need. 5) Macro file saving and loading.
You can save macros in a text or binary file and load the file after a reboot. 6) Incompatible event recording. The macro can be
activated when an event occurs that is not specified in the macro. This is very convenient when you are recording keystrokes. 7)
Stop recording of the macro. When using the "stop recording" key, the program will pause the recording and will keep the data
being recorded. 8) Customizing the macro. You can customize a macro by means of several parameters. Macro name, macro
code, macro text, macro action, and the macro arguments are customizable parameters. The "macro action" parameter will cause
all kinds of functions to be performed, including the following: - "Play the macro text". - "Play the macro". - "Play the current
macro". - "Play the last macro". - "Pause playback". - "Stop playback". - "Play the next macro". - "Play the previous macro". -
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SysTools NSF Converter provides users with the facility to convert Lotus Notes NSF Files to other formats using key macros.
This allows to import Notes NSF files into Notes Contacts, Notes Todo List, Notes Journal or Notes Calendar. This utility does
not have any dependencies and is available for both 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
Description: SysTools NSF Converter provides users with the facility to convert Lotus Notes NSF Files to other formats using
key macros. This allows to import Notes NSF files into Notes Contacts, Notes Todo List, Notes Journal or Notes Calendar. This
utility does not have any dependencies and is available for both 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems. KEGIS Description: KEGIS
for IBM Notes provides users with the facility to export all or selected mail items as MSG or EML files. The software allows
you to select specific mail messages, such as todays messages, or even daily messages to be converted and saved as MSG or
EML. The folders hierarchy and the number of recipients can be maintained within the output file. KEGIS for IBM Notes is
very easy to use and requires no dependencies. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION Description: KEGIS for IBM Notes
provides users with the facility to export all or selected mail items as MSG or EML files. The software allows you to select
specific mail messages, such as todays messages, or even daily messages to be converted and saved as MSG or EML. The
folders hierarchy and the number of recipients can be maintained within the output file. KEGIS for IBM Notes is very easy to
use and requires no dependencies. LOTUS Notes From Move Export Description: Lotus Notes From Move Export is a useful
application for import Lotus Notes From Move to other email clients, such as Outlook and Windows Mail. This application is
very easy to use and allows you to convert your Lotus Notes From Move into other formats, such as EML or MSG. As it does
not have any dependencies, it works on both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows and is available for both Linux and
Windows. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION Description: Lotus Notes From Move Export is a useful application for import
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Lotus Notes From Move to other email clients, such as Outlook and Windows Mail. This application is very easy to use and
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